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- Huge range of tanks from 1000 to 200,000 litres.
- Unique vortex filter units; robust, efficient and simple to maintain.
- Direct pumped or indirect (header tank) options available.
- Single or dual pump options.
- High quality components throughout.
- Excellent technical support.
- Commissioning by our own engineers.
- Annual maintenance service available.

For Social housing schemes and other situations where there is a common landlord to several adjacent properties, it is often more cost-effective to share certain elements of the harvesting system. This is particularly so in the case of the rainwater storage tank, which we can supply to any size necessary. Where there is space available within the properties, a small header tank can act as an intermediate store for the rainwater and also as a back-up source from the mains supply. The controls for the system can either be located within one of the properties, or inside an insulated external enclosure. This ensures that the controls are secure against tampering yet readily accessible for servicing when necessary.

Flexible System Design
Our comprehensive range of specialist items has been developed specifically for rainwater harvesting systems. Because our range consists of separate components, it has exceptional flexibility.

We stock equipment suitable for almost any system design, whether you’re planning a system for a small house or a large housing development.

A wealth of experience
We have been supplying rainwater harvesting systems throughout the UK since 1995 and have accumulated vast experience in this specialist field. With our large stocks of equipment and our excellent technical expertise, we offer an unrivalled level of service to our clients.

We are founder members of the UK Rainwater Harvesting Association.

We are the UK’s sole agent and distributor of Wisy products for rainwater utilisation.
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Communal system for social housing scheme with individual header tanks.
Where it is not desirable to house header tanks within the properties, we can supply a direct pumped system. Preferably this is done with a dual pump arrangement to provide duty / standby operation for security. If internal space is lacking we can supply all of the systems’ controls, including the mains water backup provision, pre-fitted within an insulated external enclosure. This not only saves on installation time, but also eliminates the need for any equipment within the property, and keeps it in a secure tamper-proof place. Further details are available on request.

Rainwater harvesting and much, much more......

We also supply a wide range of other products for developers, including septic tanks and treatment plants. By collectively sourcing drainage components, you can save costs, time, and a lot of hassle. We can supply expert advice and assistance and can frequently put you in touch with prospective installers.

- We’re just a phone call away.